Electrocardiograms (ECGs) captured by wearable ECG devices readily contain artifacts due to measurement faults. Since artifacts and R waves have quite similar frequency characteristics, R wave misdetection or R-R interval (RRI) miscalculation may result. Aiming at accurate analysis of heart rate variability (HRV), this paper proposes a new RRI outlier processing method consisting of three steps: evaluating RRI reliability, excluding RRI outlier, and complementing missing RRI. In the rst step, the method evaluates the measurement status of all detected R waves and calculates RRI reliability based on the measurement status of a combination of the measurement status of two R waves. Since we target wearable ECG devices used in non-medical environment, the method evaluates R waves based on the threshold electric potential for left ventricular hypertrophy, and determines those exceeding the threshold as artifacts. The method accordingly sets lower reliability to RRIs containing R waves evaluated as artifacts. In the second step, the method excludes all RRIs with low reliability as outliers. These steps may be effective for HRV measures in the time domain, but are not suf cient for analyzing HRV measures in the frequency domain. Resampling the time series RRI data, which is essential for analyzing HRV in the frequency domain, may produce outliers if the target RRIs contain missing values. Our method accordingly complements missing RRIs before data resampling based on RRI characteristics. We postulate that consecutive changes in RRIs follow a simple formula consisting of three components: direct current, low frequency, and high frequency. Our method complements missing values according to the formula, which is calculated from RRIs time series regarded as having been properly measured. To con rm the effectiveness of the method before applying it to ECGs recorded by wearable devices, we evaluated all the steps using pseudo-ECGs generated arti cially by adding noise and artifacts to open ECG data. Initial evaluation results showed that the proposed method outperformed conventional method regarding the precision of both time and frequency domain measures of HRV.
Introduction
A recent study indicates that mental stress may impede healthy balance of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) and trigger mental diseases [1] . ANS activity is related to heart activity, and can be estimated from heart rate variability (HRV), which is derived from the interval between two adjacent R waves (RRI) [2] . To estimate user s ANS activity in daily life by measuring HRV, the device should be easy to use and have minimal effect on user s daily life. Therefore, we focused on shirt-type electrocardiogram (ECG) devices with embedded electrodes and lead wires [3, 4] .
While HRV analysis requires accurate RRIs derived from stable ECGs without measurement faults, shirttype ECG devices readily generate noise and artifacts due to external factors such as body movements, respiration, and perspiration [5] , and this causes R wave misdetection or RRI miscalculation. Since HRV features derived from RRI data with miscalculated RRI do not re ect actual heart activity, excluding miscalculated RRI is an essential procedure for both time and frequency domain HRV analysis. Furthermore, while frequency domain measures of HRV require RRI interpolation and data resampling for spectrum analysis, it is dif cult to precisely interpolate RRI time series data with missing values. This may result in miscalculating frequency domain measures of HRV due to interpolation faults such as oscillation of the interpolation function.
In this paper, we propose an RRI outlier processing method consisting of three processes: evaluating RRI measurement status, excluding miscalculated RRIs, and complementing missing RRIs. In the rst step, the method discriminates the status of R wave measurements as artifact, noise, or properly measured, and evaluates RRI measurement status in accordance with a combination of the measurement status of two R waves. In addition, the method sets lower reliability to the RRIs containing artifacts and noise in a graded manner. In the second step, the method excludes all RRIs with low reliability, regarding them as outliers. The third step, which only concerns frequency domain HRV analysis, complements missing RRIs according to the trend of properly measured RRIs. This focuses on the fact that frequency domain HRV analysis assumes that RRIs consist of three different frequency components. Changes in RRI trend are based on the frequency characteristics of each component.
Related Research
To appropriately understand both the physical and mental conditions of general people in daily life, we focused on HRV analysis using long-term ECG measurement. Wearable ECG devices can be broadly divided into two types: patch-type [6, 7] [ Fig. 1(1) ] and shirt-type [3, 4] [ Fig. 1(2) ]. While the former measures ECG more accurately than the latter, it is dif cult for non-medical users to place patch-type devices at appropriate positions for ECG measurements. Since patch-type devices x measurement electrodes onto the skin through external adapters such as tapes, these external adapters sometimes fail to record appropriate ECG due to slippage of electrodes caused by perspiration. This may disturb the spontaneous daily activities of users. Furthermore, it is difcult for non-medical users to x measurement electrodes at appropriate positions. Therefore, we focused on the shirt-type devices with embedded electrodes and lead wires, which can be handled easily even by users who have no medical knowledge.
Conventional HRV analysis is performed using four processes ( Fig. 2) : ECG waveform feature extraction, RRI evaluation, HRV feature calculation, and internal status estimation using HRV features such as sleep stages [8] and fatigue [9] . Depending on the service architecture, each process may be implemented separately and only the output data of each process is uploaded for the next process. When using shirt-type ECG devices in daily life, almost all measured ECGs supplied for HRV analysis have not been visually con rmed by medical experts, even though measurement faults may induce noise and artifacts [5] . Therefore, R wave detection and RRI outlier exclusion are quite important to guarantee the accuracy of the calculated HRV features.
Accurate R wave detection methods are broadly divided into two approaches. One is applying lters to the target ECGs [10, 11] . This approach may improve the accuracy of R wave detection without modifying the R wave detection method. The other is to use R wave detection methods that utilize the frequency characteristics of R waves [12, 13] . However, neither approach is able to completely exclude misdetected R waves, which have frequency characteristics similar to those of regular R waves.
Conventional RRI outlier exclusion methods can also be broadly divided into two approaches: one that uses the validity of RRI duration and one that uses the measurement status of RRIs. The former approach focuses on either RRI physiological characteristics [12] or RRI change tendencies [14] , and excludes RRIs that deviate from assumed rules. However, since both approaches use only time information of RRI, miscalculated RRIs within a reasonable duration are not detected as outliers. The latter approach excludes RRI outliers on the basis of their measurement status [15] . This method focuses on the fact that the electric potential of the QRS complex (hereafter QRS potential), which is the absolute difference between local maxima and local minima of an arbitrary QRS complex (Fig. 3) , is comparatively stable, as well as the fact that measurement faults usually affect the amplitude of electric potential. Accordingly, it discriminates the measurement status of all detected R waves based on the amplitude as a rst step. Since RRI is measured from two adjacent R waves, this method calculates RRI measurement status based on the measurement status of the corresponding R waves, and RRIs with low reliability are excluded as outliers. Combining all the aforementioned RRI outlier exclusion techniques is an effective way to improve the accuracy of time domain measures of HRV (tHRV) [15] .
However, unlike time domain HRV analysis, frequency domain HRV analysis requires three preprocessing steps before calculating frequency domain measures of HRV (fHRV): data interpolation, data resampling, and spectral analysis. Since RRIs are unequal spatial data derived from each heart beat, all target RRIs should be equally spaced by data interpolation and data resampling before spectral analysis.
Although interpolation functions such as linear and spline functions do not signi cantly affect the power spectral density (PSD) used for fHRV calculation [16] , missing RRIs give rise to RRI outliers due to oscillation of the interpolation function, especially when using the spline function for interpolation (Fig. 4) . The fHRV derived from resampled data containing RRI outliers do not appropriately re ect the real heart activity or ANS activity, and may result in misestimation of internal status in the last step of HRV analysis, especially when each process is implemented separately. For this reason, missing RRI sectors should be appropriately processed separately from the conventional data interpolation before fHRV analysis when shirt-type ECG devices are used.
Proposed Method
To obtain accurate fHRV analysis when using shirt-type ECG devices, we propose a method to complement missing RRI sectors based on the estimated trend of RRI time series data. This method comprises two processes: estimating the trends of properly measured RRIs and using the estimated trends to complement missing RRI sectors. We expect that the accuracy of fHRV feature will be improved by adding our proposed method to the RRI outlier processing method in fHRV analysis, even if the complemented RRIs are not perfectly correct, and this may contribute to improve the estimation accuracy in the last step of HRV analysis. Note that our method assumes in advance that RRI outliers are excluded using the conventional methods [12, 14, 15] , and that RRI time series data are divided into two different sectors: a data sector consisting of spontaneous RRIs without any missing data, and a data loss sector with missing RRIs (Fig. 5) . Since our method only targets the data loss sector, we resampled the data sector afterwards by conventional interpolation.
Estimation of RRI trend
This process aims to estimate the data trend in the data sector for complementing missing RRIs in the data loss sector. Since fHRV analysis assumes that in principle Some interpolated RRIs exceed the upper limit of RRI (1500 ms). is dif cult to discriminate measured RRIs derived from physiological changes from arti cial uctuations derived from noise or artifacts, but they are still supposed to contain the global trends of RRI changes. Therefore, we simplify each frequency component using a sine wave that has only one representative frequency, and generate pseudo components of RRI DC , RRI LF , and RRI HF in the missing RRI sector. We approximate the estimated RRI at t seconds in equation (1) to the following equation.
Here, we assume that RRI DC can be estimated by the mean value of properly measured RRIs. Regarding the frequency components, we need to estimate their respective magnitudes (C LF and C HF ), representative frequencies (f LF and f HF ), and phases (φ LF and φ HF ).
To calculate the representative frequencies f LF and f HF , we employ two different band-pass lters (BPFs) in preprocessing to emphasize the f LF and f HF components separately and identify the peak components as f LF and f HF from the spectra of the respective preprocessed series. In our assumed situation, although some xed BPFs can be applied, we choose BPFs with frequency characteristics that can be adaptively changed depending on the peak frequencies of RRI LF and RRI HF . We do this to simulate appropriate PSD even when the peak frequencies of f LF and f HF are close to each other. Their characteristics are given based on spectral envelopes of properly measured RRIs at different resolutions, which are obtained by truncating the cepstrum of the RRIs at different orders (Fig. 6) . The representative frequencies f LF and f HF can be obtained by extracting only one frequency with the highest power aside from DC in the spectrum of each preprocessed RRI series.
The magnitudes of the frequency components, shown as C LF and C HF , are calculated by observing the two BPFs in the time domain. To re ect the amplitude characteristics of the components at f LF or f HF , as well as other frequency components in each frequency band, this method calculates local minima and local maxima of the time domain waveform of the BPF output and calculates mean wave heights as the magnitudes C LF and C HF .
In the last step of RRI estimation, this method calculates phase angles of the representative frequencies, shown as φ LF and φ HF in (2) as follows. 
Complement of Missing RRI Sectors
After calculations using the aforementioned RRI estimation equation (2), the proposed method complements missing RRI sectors (i.e., data loss sectors ). Since there is no guarantee that the time interval between the previous RRI and the estimated RRI will become exactly the same as the estimated RRI in a missing RRI sector, and no guarantee that fHRV analysis will be able to discriminate the morphological order of RRIs in principle, this method complements missing RRI sectors at the same resampling rate as the properly measured RRIs in data sectors. In other words, it interpolates missing RRI sectors in accordance with equation (2) rather than by linear or spline function. Later on, it resamples data sectors , which consist only of properly measured RRIs, by the conventional interpolation function, and the proceeds to spectral analysis.
Experiment

Outline
To con rm the effectiveness of our method for fHRV analysis when using shirt-type ECG devices, we compared the fHRV calculated from two different RRI outli- Power spectra of RRI and estimated frequencies.
Original power spectrum is shown in blue whereas calculated one is shown in red Peak frequency is annotated with a black arrow DC component is eliminated by the band-pass lter.
er processing methods; our previously reported outlier exclusion method [15] alone (hereafter conventional method), and the method combining RRI outlier exclusion [15] and missing RRI complement we propose here (hereafter proposed method), to those derived from the reference RRIs. The main purpose of this experiment was to con rm two points: (a) the appropriateness of the complemented values in the missing RRI sector, and (b) the effectiveness of RRI complement in fHRV analysis.
As an initial evaluation of RRI outlier processing in fHRV analysis, we used pseudo-ECG containing noise or artifacts, and compared the calculated values derived from pseudo-ECG with each RRI outlier processing method to those derived from the reference RRIs. Assuming a situation that often occurs in actual HRV analysis when using shirt-type ECG devices, we employed the Pan-Tompkins algorithm (hereafter PTA), which is an R wave detection algorithm that does not appropriately handle noise or artifacts [18] , for ECG waveform feature extraction to con rm the effectiveness of different RRI outlier processing methods. The proposed method comprised a function for RRI outlier exclusion based on both time and measurement status [15] , and a function for complementing missing RRIs before fHRV analysis. In the experiment we conducted, we rst compared resampled RRI tachograms derived from each method, and then checked four kinds of fHRV which frequently used in fHRV analysis: the logarithmic values of HRV LF [log(HRV LF )] and HRV HF [log(HRV HF )], and the secondary feature values of HRV LF/HF and HRV HF/(LF+HF) .
Experimental conditions 4.2.1 Target data
Among actual ECGs measured by shirt-type wearable ECG devices in daily life, noise and artifacts occur randomly at any time due to measurement faults, and identical noise or artifacts will not be observed repetitively even when the user tries to perform the same movements. Since it is extremely dif cult to measure ECGs containing intended noise or artifacts in actual environment, we rst evaluated the performance of the proposed method using pseudo-ECGs containing noise or artifacts similar to the actual recorded ECGs.
The main factors affecting the accuracy of R wave detection can be divided into ECG measurement position and severity of noise or artifacts. However, when using the PTA, the effects of noise and artifacts are considered to be greater than from the effects due to different chest leads. Therefore, we evaluated the effects of noise or artifacts by xing the chest lead.
We used a pseudo-ECG arti cially generated by adding noise and artifacts to an open ECG data as the analysis target. When using shirt-type ECG devices, measurement faults mainly resemble or result from a combination of three irregularities de ned in the MIT-BIH noise stress test database (NSTDB) [19] . Therefore, we generated the target ECGs by mixing the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (MITDB) [20] with NSTDB, which regarded as irregular waves such as noise or artifacts, in accordance with the following equation, where n is a real number.
Since NSTDB provides three types of noise or artifacts; baseline wander (BW), electrode motion artifact (EM) and muscle artifact (MA), combining them yields seven patterns. We compared the RRI and fHRV derived from different outlier methods for the seven patterns to those derived from the reference RRIs. Note that the reference RRIs were calculated from R wave annotations distributed in MITDB.
Here we describe the target ECGs we used in this experiment in detail. We employed V5-derived ECGs of ID #100, whose chest lead made it easy to detect R waves in the normal measurement state. The total data length was the rst 60 seconds, which was 21,600 samples in MITDB at a sampling rate of 360 Hz. Taking the performance of PTA into consideration, we replaced some ECGs with pseudo-ECGs obtained from equation (3) . Since PTA is not effective during and after noise and artifacts [15, 18] , the replaced section was set during 30 to 40 seconds of the 60-second segment. This pseudo-ECG was a simulated ECG with the assumption that measurement faults causing noise or artifacts occurred suddenly for 10 seconds (during 30 to 40 seconds of the target data) in daily life, which could be due to body movements or impact on the measurement electrodes. To extract R waves from the original performance of PTA, no preprocessing was used. We synchronized ECG MITDB and irregWave NSTDB with the same sample number and set n in equation (3) as 3. The pseudo-ECG generated is similar to that recorded by wearable ECG devices with dry electrodes (Fig. 7) . Note that wearable ECG devices with dry electrodes have higher impedance than those with wet electrodes and that our target data assumed minimal noise and artifacts, especially for BW and EM. Thus, our actually measured ECGs were sometimes worse than those of the pseudo-ECGs. We used the data provided as noise 1 of BW, EM, and MA as irregWave NSTDB . When mixing two or more irregular waves, we set the added value of irregular waves as irregWave NSTDB . In all, we evaluated the RRI time series derived from seven target ECGs: (i) BW, (ii) EM, (iii) MA, (iv) BW+EM, (v) BW+MA, (vi) EM+MA, and (vii) BW+EM+MA. We compared them with the values of reference RRIs derived from annotations of MITDB as Advanced Biomedical Engineering. Vol. 7, 2018. (32) Answer. Figure 8 shows the processing ow of fHRV analysis in our experiments. Note that the processes related to the conventional method are highlighted in the bold black box, while the processes of the proposed method are highlighted in the bold black box plus the red dashed QRS complex is annotated by red box. Compared with the amplitude of QRS complex, BW and EM in ECGs recorded using wearable device are worse than the simulated ECGs. boxes. The details of each process are described in the procedural order in which they occurred.
fHRV analysis conditions
R wave detection algorithm
To con rm the performance of the proposed method with RRI outliers derived from the misdetected R waves due to noise or artifacts, we should employ an R wave detection algorithm that is not stable in those situations. We therefore used PTA, which is widely used as a benchmark R wave detection algorithm [18] . While this algorithm can handle noise and artifacts to some extent, it does not perform well when there is large change of electric potential, and R waves are misdetected during and after noise and artifacts. Consequently, R waves detected as noise by PTA are mostly incorrect R waves and not regarded as properly measured in HRV analysis. Moreover, since PTA uses lters and moving average, it cannot calculate electric potential of the maxima of R waves and QRS potential, or acquire the exact observation time of R waves. For this reason, we back calculated the observation time of R waves from the output of PTA. We regarded the maxima within the lter delay of PTA as an R wave and regarded its observation time as that of R wave. We also regarded the minima observed within 0.10 second after an R wave as an S wave, because the maximum duration of the QRS complex among healthy people is 0.10 second [21] . We then regarded the differential value of R and S waves as QRS potential.
RRI outlier exclusion
RRI outliers were excluded by combining two methods: one based on the RRI measurement status, and the other based on RRI time validity.
We rst excluded RRI outliers based on the measurement status [15] . As a rst step of this outlier exclusion method, we evaluated the measurement status of all the detected R waves, which is indispensable for evaluation of RRI measurement status. The QRS potential was calculated from each detected R wave, and the certain R waves with QRS potential above 4.0 mV were regarded as artifacts. This value is the medical threshold for left ventricular hypertrophy, which is a typical cardiovascular disease with high amplitude of QRS potential [21] . Since shirt-type wearable ECG devices are normally used by healthy subjects without any cardiovascular disease, we discarded R waves that exceeded the medical threshold as artifacts. Among those R waves not regarded as artifacts, they were regarded as noise when the differential value between the electric potential of the R wave maxima and the QRS potential amplitude exceeded 1.0 mV. Shirt-type wearable ECG devices normally aim to measure ECGs around chest leads V3 to V4, where the amplitudes of R wave and S wave become approximately the same. However, R waves or S waves are mainly observed when BW occurs, and this is rarely observed when measuring ECGs from the same measurement position. In this case, the difference between the electric potential of the R wave maxima and the QRS potential amplitude deviates from 0 mV. Therefore, we evaluated R waves with the aforementioned threshold of 1.0 mV, which is a quarter of the artifact threshold. R waves that were regarded as neither artifacts nor noise were considered to have been properly measured. The schematic diagram of evaluation of R wave measurement status is shown in Fig. 9 .
As a second step, we evaluated RRI measurement status based on the R wave measurement status of two adjacent R waves. If one assumes that the R wave measurement status comprises three types (artifact, noise, and properly measured), the combinations of R wave measurement status of two R waves are shown in Table 1. Since this method discriminates artifacts and noise on the basis of QRS potential, we de ne the RRI measurement reliability as shown in Table 1 , assigning the highest reliability when both were properly measured RRIs and the lowest liability when both are artifacts. We used PTA, which does not appropriately handle noise and artifacts, for R wave detection in this experiment. Consequently, RRIs with measurement reliability less than 1 were excluded as outliers. After we excluded the RRI outliers based on the measurement status, we evaluated RRI time validity as an RRI outlier exclusion criterion. This method combines two conventional outlier exclusion methods using three sigma rules after extracting RRIs between the upper and lower limits. We set the lower limit to 250 ms and the upper limit to 1,500 ms, using the normal range of healthy subjects as reference [12, 21] . Overall, RRIs that were not excluded by any RRI outlier exclusion method were subject to the next procedure.
Missing RRI complement
This step is only employed in the proposed method. We complemented missing RRIs in data loss sectors, based on the method we described in Section 3. Note that the peak frequency of f HF was extracted from second-order cepstral truncation, whereas the peak frequency of f LF was extracted from twentieth-order cepstral truncation.
fHRV analysis
As the rst step of fHRV analysis, we generated an RRI tachogram with RRI measurement time on the horizontal axis and measured RRI on the vertical axis. We employed either the spline function or linear function to interpolate the target RRI tachogram at 8-Hz resampling rate. Note that this interpolation step was omitted for the data loss sectors in the proposed method, because all data in those sectors were interpolated through the missing RRI complement. In the spectral analysis after data resampling, we set the analysis data window width to 60 seconds, and windowed the data using a Hann window. We calculated PSD using an autoregressive model [17] . We set the order of the autoregressive model to the sixteenth order, where the PSDs at both low and high frequencies become stable regardless of respiratory conditions. Figure 10 shows the resampled RRI tachograms obtained from analysis with the conventional method and the proposed method, using spline interpolation. Comparing the two, we found that the proposed method prevented oscillation of the interpolation function and all the RRIs were resampled into the applicable RRI range even when the conventional RRI outlier processing caused oscillation. Therefore, the proposed method allowed analysis of RRIs that were excluded from the analysis dataset due to the lack of RRIs in the conventional fHRV analysis. Figure 11 shows fHRV obtained from different RRI outlier processing methods using spline interpolation, and Fig. 12 shows the results using linear interpolation. The bars in the right unshaded column are correct values calculated from RRIs derived from R wave annotations of MITDB while the bars in the shaded columns are values calculated from RRIs derived from ECGs with added noise or artifacts and processed by the proposed method (blue bars) or by the conventional method (red shaded bars). These results con rmed that the accuracy of the calculated fHRV was improved by the proposed method, especially for the secondary fHRV such as HRV LF/HF and HRV HF/(LF+HF) , regardless of the interpolation function.
Results
Discussion
As shown in Figs. 10 to 12 , the proposed method appropriately complemented missing RRI sectors and improved the precision of all targeted fHRV. These experimental results suggest that a combination of RRI outlier exclusion and missing RRI complement functions is effective for fHRV analysis when shirt-type ECG devices are worn even when using linear interpolation. On the other hand, comparison of the conventional RRI outlier processing method and the proposed method implies that the former, which only uses data interpolation to complement missing RRI sectors, is insuf cient for fHRV analysis.
Focusing on Figs. 11 and 12 , we found that the proposed method substantially improved HRV LF/HF and HRV HF/(LF+HF) for BW+EM and BW+EM+MA regardless of the interpolation function. Furthermore, the accu- Shaded values indicate physiologically irregular RRIs in healthy subjects [12] .
racy of fHRVs derived from analysis using the proposed method was better than using the conventional linear interpolation. This indicates that the proposed complement of missing RRI, which simulates both RRI LF and RRI HF , is effective for fHRV analysis. When using the proposed method, cubic spline interpolation, which can smoothly interpolate values, is better than linear interpolation based on comparison with the correct fHRV (ANS in Figs. 11 and 12 ) in these experimental results. Comparing fHRV derived from one irregular wave alone, we found that EM mostly caused miscalculation of fHRV analysis. Since EM causes substantial changes in ECG amplitude, PTA [18] generates misdetected RRIs or rather miscalculated RRIs, which may be applicable for exclusion purposes in RRI outlier exclusion. This may result in oscillation of the interpolation function and derivation of substantially deviated resampled data in the fHRV analysis when using cubic spline function. Although linear interpolation may prevent this oscillation, it does not appear to be suf cient for fHRV analysis. Therefore, this method may be effective for certain data with missing RRIs. However, the proposed method alone is not very effective in fHRV analysis targeting ECGs with MA alone, where RRI outlier exclusion is not as effective as other methods of handling noise or artifacts [15] . Since the proposed method approximates RRI trends based only on representative frequency, the complemented RRIs deviate from proper RRIs, especially at the end of missing RRI sectors. Since these deviations may degrade fHRV analysis performance, the most appropriate RRI complement function should be identi ed using various types of RRI data with different types of missing RRIs or RRI trends.
To con rm the feasibility of the proposed method in a practical situation, we conducted a preliminary test with a commercial shirt-type wearable ECG device (Goldwin, C3 t IN-pulse). In this test, the subject was in a supine resting position with occasional turning over. Figure 13 shows the target ECG in this evaluation. This ECG contained at least BW and EM due to twisting of the body. In such cases, PTA failed to detect R waves. We calculated secondary fHRVs, HRV LF/HF , and HRV HF/(LF+HF) of arbitrary 300-second long RRIs under the same conditions referred to in 4.2.2, apart from the analysis data window width, which was set at 300 seconds for this test. Note that the reference RRIs were measured separately using a wearable Holter ECG device (Suzuken Co. Ltd, Cardy 303 pico+) at the same time, which we visually con rmed that there were no RRI outliers due to measurement faults. Figure 14(1) shows the fHRVs derived with different RRI outlier processing methods, using cubic spline interpolation, and Fig. 14(2) shows the results using linear interpolation. Both results show that the fHRVs derived from the proposed method are more accurate than those obtained from using the conventional ones even when using linear interpolation. These results indicate that the proposed method is effective in handling long-term time series missing RRIs in fHRV analysis under practical situations.
We used cepstrum analysis to emphasize certain frequency components in the present study, since it is also used for extracting certain data frequencies, such as the respiratory curve from the voltage curve measured by the piezo band [22] . The performance of the proposed method depends on how well the method estimates RRI trend of properly measured RRIs, and hence its validation should be performed using more data. While we estimat- 
ed RRI trend from the longest time series of properly measured RRIs in this experiment, we should consider adaptive RRI trend estimation by adjusting the target data length of properly measured RRIs, or optimizing lifter coef cient for further applicable condition when using shirt-type ECG devices in practice.
Conclusion
To reduce the effects of noise and artifacts on accurate frequency domain measures of HRV in daily life, we propose an outlier processing method comprising a combination of evaluation of RRI measurement status, exclusion of RRI outliers, and complement of missing RRIs. Since RRI is calculated from two adjacent R waves, the method rst discriminates R wave measurement status utilizing the electric potential characteristics of the QRS complex, and on that basis evaluates RRI measurement status. After the method excludes RRIs with lower reliability as outliers, it complements missing RRIs according to the estimated RRI trend derived from properly measured RRI time series data. Experimental results showed that the proposed method improved the accuracy of HRV frequency domain measures as a RRI outlier processing tool for ECGs with noise or artifacts, compared with conventional method. This method potentially contributes to improve the accuracy of various estimation algorithms that use these features. 
